Installation Instructions JET Billet Replacement Metering Block

Please read the following thoroughly before install these parts:

1. You will need the following to install this metering block.
   a. (1) Bowl Gasket
   b. (1) Metering Block Gasket
   c. (2) Main Metering Jets
   d. (1) Power Valve or Power Valve Plug
2. Remove your original metering block

3. Remove your original jets and power valve

4. Install your jets and power valve in the new JET metering block

5. Install the Bowl and Metering Block Gaskets on the new JET metering block.

6. Install the new metering block and bowl on your carburetor.

7. Verify that your bowl screws and fuel inlet fittings are tight.

8. Adjust the idle mixture screws to the best idle quality.
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